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Operating
Safety Instructions
Instructions
Notice: Ensure you read and fully understand instructions before use
While every attempt is made to ensure the highest degree of protection in all equipment, we cannot
guarantee freedom from injury. The user assumes all risk of injury due to use. All merchandise is sold on
this condition, which no representative of the company can waive or change.

• This product is not a toy, and is only to be used for its designated purpose.
• This product is intended for indoor use only.
• Never carry out alterations or modifications to this product.
• Make sure to load the shelves evenly, ensuring that the weight is balanced.
• Leaving the product outside and exposed to weather, especially direct sunlight,
rain and salt air, will speed the weathering process. This can be slowed by
removing the product from these conditions, or covering the product with a
suitable cover.
• Make sure that the 3 Tier Plastic Racking is placed on even ground to avoid the
product falling when items are placed on it.
• Do not discard any of the packaging until you have checked that you have all the
parts and fittings required.
• If the product is damaged or has any defects, please contact cservices@oypla.com

DO NOT EXCEED THE 20KG PER SHELF WEIGHT LIMIT

Please retain a copy of all instructions for future
consultation.
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Operating Instructions
Parts List:
If you are missing any of the below parts please contact cservice@oypla.com
Please be aware that you will be referring to this parts list throughout the assembly process.

Shelf

3pcs
4pcs

4pcs

8pcs
4pcs

4pcs
4pcs
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1. Lay the plastic platform on a flat surface so the
underside is facing upwards. Once done, push a
rack foot into the plastic platform. Make sure that
the rack foot is as far in as possible to avoid the
rack foot coming loose whilst the 3 Tier Plastic
Racking is in use. Repeat with remaining rack feet.

2. Turn over the plastic platform that has the feet attached and push a rack support pole into the hole in
the upside of the plastic platform. Repeat this for the remaining holes. Once done, place another plastic
platform on top of the rack support poles. Make sure the plastic platform is held securely in place. If you
wish for the racking to go higher, simply repeat this step to create more racking platforms.

3. Once you’ve reached the desired height for
your 3 Tier Plastic Racking, simply push a
platform plug into the holes on the top plastic
platform. Once done, be sure to test the
stability of the 3 Tier Plastic Racking by placing
an object of considerable weight on the
racking. Never exceed the 20kg shelf limit or
the 60kg overall weight limit.
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